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Abstract
In everyday life, the stream of affect results from the interaction between past experiences, expectations and the unfolding of events.
How the brain represents the relationship between time and affect has been hardly explored, as it requires modeling the complexity of
everyday life in the laboratory setting. Movies condense into hours a multitude of emotional responses, synchronized across subjects
and characterized by temporal dynamics alike real-world experiences. Here, we use time-varying intersubject brain synchronization
and real-time behavioral reports to test whether connectivity dynamics track changes in affect during movie watching. The results
show that polarity and intensity of experiences relate to the connectivity of the default mode and control networks and converge in
the right temporoparietal cortex. We validate these results in two experiments including four independent samples, two movies and
alternative analysis workflows. Finally, we reveal chronotopic connectivity maps within the temporoparietal and prefrontal cortex,
where adjacent areas preferentially encode affect at specific timescales.
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Introduction
Emotions are intense and immediate reactions of the body and
the brain to an external or internal event occurring in the present,
happened in the past or may occur in the future. In daily life, the
temporal trajectory of emotions is characterized by regularities
in features, such as the time to rise, the duration or the proba-
bility of resurgence (Kuppens and Verduyn, 2017), which inform
mental models of emotion transitions and support affective fore-
casting (Thornton and Tamir, 2017). Whence, it appears that the
study of diachronicity is crucial for building a more comprehen-
sive understanding of emotion processing and conceptualization
in humans. Indeed, over the last years, increasing attention
has been dedicated to the study of the temporal characteris-
tics of affect using behavioral and experience sampling methods
(Kuppens et al., 2010; Trampe et al., 2015; Verduyn et al., 2015),
allowing researchers to track emotions over days, weeks or
months. In sharp contrast, studies on the brain correlates of
affective dynamics are still limited (Waugh and Schirillo, 2012;
Costa et al., 2014; Verduyn et al., 2015; Résibois et al., 2017,
2018) and have employed static or relatively brief stimuli (Posner
et al., 2009; Baucom et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2017) that may not
be adequate to account for the complex temporal trajectory of
lifelike experiences (Waugh and Schirillo, 2012).
A possible strategy to overcome this limitation is measuring
brain activity elicited by movies using functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI). Indeed, movies are ecological and dynamic
stimuli that synchronize brain response across individuals
(Hasson et al., 2004) and elicit a wide variety of emotional states
in a few hours (Schaefer et al., 2010). In addition, movies repre-
sent an effective tool for tracking time-varying brain connectivity
(Nastase et al., 2019) and revealing the interplay among large-
scale networks. Promising evidence in this regard comes from a
work that, using relatively brief movie excerpts (∼8min), demon-
strated the association between the connectivity of salience and
amygdala-based networks and the perceived intensity of sadness,
fear and anger (Raz et al., 2016).
Also, brain connectivity dynamics well exemplify the tight
relationship between emotion and cognition, as the same brain
region can interact with distinct functional networks over time,
and the same network can support multiple mental processes
(Pessoa, 2017, 2018). In line with this, studies combining natu-
ralistic stimulation with brain connectivity measurements show
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that the default mode network (DMN) contributes to informa-
tion encoding (Simony et al., 2016), memory representations
(Chen et al., 2017) and prediction of future events (Antony et al.,
2021). Interestingly, it has been argued that the same network
is also crucial for constructing emotional experiences (Satpute
and Lindquist, 2019) and integrating the self with the social world
(Yeshurun et al., 2021).
Here, we test the hypothesis that changes in DMN connectiv-
ity would reflect the temporal properties of emotion dynamics
experienced by individuals. In a first experiment, we explore
whether, during the viewing of a 2h movie (Forrest Gump;
Hanke et al., 2016), subjective reports of the affective experi-
ence explain brain connectivity dynamics in independent partic-
ipants watching the same film. To rule out the possibility that
results depend on the selected stimulus, we validate our find-
ings in a second experiment by acquiring emotional reports and
brain data in other individuals presented with a different live-
action movie (i.e. 101 Dalmatians). Also, given the impact of
analytical choices on brain imaging results (Botvinik-Nezer et al.,
2020), we test the generalizability of findings by pre-processing
fMRI data using two alternative workflows. Finally, in light of
topographies revealed in high-order associative areas (Baldassano
et al., 2017), we test the existence of a chronotopic organiza-
tion (Protopapa et al., 2019) in regions encoding the stream of
affect.
Materials and methods
Experiment 1: behavioral study
Behavioral data have been previously reported (Lettieri et al., 2019)
and made freely available at https://github.com/psychoinfor
matics-de/studyforrest-data-perceivedemotions. In brief, 12 Ital-
ian native speakers (5F; mean age 26.6 years, range 24–34) pro-
vided ratings of their moment-by-moment emotional experience
while watching the Forrest Gump movie (Zemeckis, Paramount
Pictures, 1994; for details see Supplementary Data).
They were presented with an Italian dubbed and edited ver-
sion of Forrest Gump, split into eight movie segments ranging
from 11 to 18min. Subjects were asked to report (i.e. 10Hz sam-
pling rate) the type and intensity of their inner emotional state
using six emotion categories (happiness, surprise, fear, sadness,
anger and disgust; Ekman, 1992). As the complexity of the expe-
rience elicited by Forrest Gump cannot be merely reduced to
six emotions, we allowed participants to report combinations of
categories throughout the movie simultaneously. Our approach
revealed that behavioral ratings captured 15 different affective
states (see Lettieri et al., 2019). Starting from categorical descrip-
tions, we then obtained the underlying affective dimensions—i.e.
polarity, complexity and intensity—using principal component
analysis (see Supplementary Data).
For each subject, the behavioral data acquisition’s overall
duration was 120min (72 000 timepoints). Stimulus presenta-
tion and recording of the responses were implemented in Matlab
(R2016b; MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and Psychtoolbox
v3.0.14 (Kleiner et al., 2007).
Experiment 1: fMRI study
Brain activity elicited by the watching of Forrest Gump was
obtained from the studyforrest project—phase II (n=14, German
native speakers; Hanke et al., 2016). Details on brain data
acquisition and pre-processing can be found in Supplementary
Data.
To track time-varying brain connectivity, we opted for the
intersubject functional correlation (ISFC) approach, which com-
putes the correlation between the signal change of a specific brain
region in one subject with the activity of all other regions in other
subjects (Simony et al., 2016). Compared to other functional con-
nectivity measures, ISFC demonstrates a higher signal-to-noise
ratio as it inherently filters out activity not related to stimulus
processing and artifacts not correlated across brains. In addition,
ISFC can be used to study the dynamic reconfigurations of brain
networks using a moving-window approach. We estimated the
static and time-varying ISFC (tISFC) associated with the watching
of Forrest Gump using customMATLAB scripts, freely available at
https://osf.io/v8r9w.
As a first step, we selected the atlas provided by Schaefer
et al. (2018) and parcellated each subject’s brain into 1000 corti-
cal regions of interest (ROIs). We opted for this atlas as, compared
to other parcellations (e.g. Shen et al., 2013), it provides a finer-
grained segmentation of the cerebral cortex that, at the same
time, reflects the seven resting state networks (Yeo et al., 2011):
visual, somatomotor, ventral attention, dorsal attention, limbic,
control and DMN. In addition, as Schaefer parcellation does not
include subcortical regions, we used Harvard-Oxford subcortical
atlas (Makris et al., 2006) to define 14 additional ROIs (7 per hemi-
sphere): nucleus accumbens, amygdala, caudate, hippocampus,
pallidum, putamen and thalamus. Thus, in total, the parcellation
we adopted comprises 1014 areas.
To compute static ISFC, the time course of brain activity was
extracted from each ROI of one subject and correlated using Pear-
son’s coefficient with the remaining 1013 regions of all other
subjects. By repeating this procedure for each of the 14 partic-
ipants, we generated 91 (i.e. number of all possible combina-
tions of subjects) correlation matrices. We then applied Fisher
z-transformation and averaged correlation values across subjects
to produce a group-level ISFC map.
To estimate tISFC, one has first to determine the width of the
moving-window and the degree of overlap between adjacent win-
dows. Both parameters are often chosen arbitrarily, even though
they may significantly affect the results. To limit arbitrariness,
we estimated the optimal window width as a function of the
intersubject correlation in affective dimensions obtained from
the behavioral experiment. Specifically, we computed the aver-
age intersubject correlation of affective dimension timeseries for
all the possible window widths, ranging from (1) 20 to 250, (2)
20 to 500, (3) 20 to 750 and (4) 20 to 1000 timepoints (i.e. from
40 s to ∼33m) and having 33% of overlap (Figure 1A and B). Of
note, although the upper bound of the explored intervals (i.e.
250, 500, 750, 1000) is arbitrarily selected, the optimal win-
dow size is determined by a data-driven approach. Specifically,
the optimal timescale was defined for each range as the point
at which the intersubject correlation curve starts to flatten (i.e.
knee point), namely the point representing a reasonable trade-
off between the agreement across participants and the window
width (Figure 1B). Depending on the dynamics of emotional rat-
ings, this procedure provides up to four optimal window widths
(i.e. one for each range), and it was repeated for each affective
dimension separately. The reason for exploring four timescales is
that distinct brain regions segment and process narratives atmul-
tiple temporal resolutions (Baldassano et al., 2017), and a similar
mechanism could be hypothesized for the processing of affective
information.
Once optimal window widths were established, we computed
the tISFC as the Pearson’s correlation between each ROI of one
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Fig. 1. Summary of the pipeline for computing the association between affective dimensions extracted from behavioral ratings and time-varying
connectivity strength of 1014 brain regions. Each subject provided ratings of the affective experience during movie watching. We then applied
principal component analysis to reveal single-subject affective dimension timeseries (polarity, complexity and intensity; panel A). Affective
dimensions were correlated across subjects using a sliding window approach with multiple window sizes, ranging from 20 to 1000 timepoints. Based
on the trade-off between window size and average intersubject correlation in behavioral ratings, we selected four optimal widths (i.e. knee point;
panel B) for the subsequent estimation of brain connectivity dynamics. Brain activity was extracted from 1014 ROIs, and tISFC was computed
following Simony et al. (2016) (panel C). For each brain area we estimated changes in the connectivity strength on the complete graph. We correlated
(Spearman’s ρ) the obtained timeseries with the timecourse of group-level affective dimensions (panel D). The assessment of significance was
performed using a non-parametric permutation test, and false discovery rate correction (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) for multiple comparisons was
then applied (panel E).
(Figure 1C). We then applied Fisher z-transformation and aver-
aged correlation values across subjects to produce a group-level
timeseries of brain connectivity (i.e. tISFC) associated with movie
watching.
The primary aim of our study was to relate changes in tISFC to
variations in the perceived affective state during movie watching.
Therefore, for each ROI, we computed connectivity strength as
the sumof the z-transformed correlation values at each timepoint
(Figure 1D).We thus obtained 1014 timeseries expressing the rela-
tionship of each ROI with the rest of the brain throughout the
movie. These timeseries were then correlated using Spearman’s
ρ coefficient with the group-level timecourse of affective dimen-
sions, after those were downsampled to the optimal window
widths using a moving-average procedure. To assess the signif-
icance of the association (Figure 1E), we used a non-parametric
permutation test based on timepoint shuffling of affective dimen-
sions (200 000 iterations; minimum two-tailed P-value: 1.0e–5). At
each iteration, randomized affective dimensions were correlated
with ROIs connectivity strength, providing null distributions of
Spearman’s correlation values. The position of the actual asso-
ciation in the null distribution determined the two-tailed level
of significance. To correct for multiple comparisons, we pooled
together the 1014 P-values obtained from each affective dimen-
sion and timescale (12 in total; 4 for polarity, 4 for complexity,
and 4 for intensity) and used the false discovery rate algorithm
under dependency assumptions (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001)
with a threshold of 0.05.
In addition, the selected parcellation allowed us to character-
ize the relationship between changes in affective dimensions and
functional brain networks. To graphically represent the involve-
ment of each network, we first used classical multidimensional
scaling (MDS; Torgerson, 1952) on the group-level ISFC to map
functional distances between the 1014 brain regions duringmovie
watching. In the MDS plot, each region was color-coded per net-
work membership and scaled in size and transparency depend-
ing on the log P-value of the association between connectivity
strength and changes in affective dimensions. The results of this
procedure are represented in Figure 2.
Finally, to test the existence of a chronotopic organization of
affect associated with connectivity dynamics, we exploited the
multiple timescales derived from the optimal window estimate.
In brief, we first estimated the significance of the associations
between connectivity and affective dimensions at all explored
timescales, as described above. A logical or across timescales was
then computed for each affective dimension and a winner-takes-
it-all criterion on the log-transformed P-value maps established
the preferred timescale of each brain region (Figure 4).
Experiment 2: behavioral study
Twenty-one Italian native speakers (13F; mean age 29.4 years,
range 23–44) provided ratings of their emotional experience while
watching, for the first time, an edited version of the live-action
movie 101 Dalmatians (Herek, Walt Disney Pictures, 1996). All
participants were clinically healthy and had no history of any
neurological or psychiatric condition. Each subject was informed
about the nature of the research and gave written informed con-
sent to participate in the study. The local Ethical Review Board
approved the experimental protocol and procedures (CEAVNO:
Comitato Etico Area Vasta Nord Ovest; protocol no. 1485/2017),
and the research was conducted in accordance with the Declara-
tion of Helsinki.
Differently from experiment 1, in the validation dataset, par-
ticipants were asked to report moment-by-moment (10Hz sam-
pling rate) the pleasantness or unpleasantness and intensity
of the experience on a continuous scale ranging from −100
(extremely negative) to +100 (extremely positive). For each sub-
ject, raw ratings were interpreted as a measure of polarity,
whereas the absolute values were considered a measure of inten-
sity. For stimulus preparation and task implementation, please
see Supplementary Data.
Experiment 2: fMRI study
Brain activity elicited by the watching of 101 Dalmatians was
obtained from 10 healthy Italian subjects (8F; 35±13years),
instructed to simply inhibit any movement and enjoy the movie.
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Fig. 2. (Panel A) Results of the connectivity strength of brain regions associated with changes in the polarity of the affective experience at all explored
timescales. Grading of the color red indicates the number of window widths in which the connectivity strength of a region was associated with
polarity. In the MDS plot, located in the lower part of the figure, each brain area (i.e. dot) is color-coded depending on network membership, whereas
its size and transparency are scaled according to the –log(P-value) of the relationship with polarity. In panel B, the connectivity strength of brain
regions associated with changes in the intensity of the affective experience at all explored timescales is reported. Grading of the color blue indicates
the number of window widths in which the connectivity strength of a region was associated with intensity. In the MDS plot, each brain area (i.e. dot) is
color-coded depending on network membership, whereas its size and transparency are scaled according to the –log(P-value) of the relationship with
intensity. LH= left hemisphere; RH= right hemisphere; CS= central sulcus; arCING=ascending ramus of the right cingulate sulcus;
Amyg=amygdala; Hipp=hippocampus; preCUN=precuneus; TPJ= temporoparietal junction; INS= insula; dPFC=dorsal prefrontal cortex;
vPFC=ventral prefrontal cortex; mCING=mid-cingulate cortex; FusG= fusiform gyrus; MFG=middle frontal gyrus; dmPFC=dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex; MOG=middle occipital gyrus; PFC=prefrontal cortex; preCG=precentral gyrus; postCG=postcentral gyrus; postCS=postcentral sulcus;
dpreCS=dorsal precentral sulcus; vpreCS=ventral precentral sulcus; SFG= superior frontal gyrus; mSFG=medial superior frontal gyrus;
SPL= superior parietal lobule; SMG= supramarginal gyrus; OFC=orbitofrontal cortex; DorsAttn=dorsal attention network; VentAttn=ventral
attention network; SomMot= somatomotor network; SubCort= subcortical network.
Fig. 3. Results of the validation dataset. Panel A depicts the set of regions whose connectivity is associated with either polarity or intensity at all
explored timescales in the exploratory dataset (i.e. conjunction analysis, see Formula A). The Manhattan plot in panels B and C summarizes the
significance of the association between tISFC and affective dimensions in the validation dataset (i.e. –log P), across all regions obtained from
experiment 1. Connectivity of the R-TPJ, a relevant node of the DMN, is associated with changes in polarity and intensity, irrespectively of the fMRI
pre-processing pipeline (PFDR <0.05 for workflows A and B). Also, the connectivity of the right dorsal prefrontal cortex (control network) is associated
with changes in polarity (PFDR <0.05 for workflows A and B). Panels D and E show whole-brain results. Green outlines delineate significant regions in
the exploratory dataset; red (polarity; panel D) and blue fill (intensity; panel E) highlight regions associated with affect in the validation dataset after
applying whole-brain FDR correction. Findings obtained from the whole-brain approach confirm ROI-based ones. LH= left hemisphere; RH= right
hemisphere; Amyg=amygdala; preCUN=precuneus; TPJ= temporoparietal junction; INS= insula; dPFC=dorsal prefrontal cortex; vPFC=ventral
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Fig. 4. The timescale at which connectivity dynamics is maximally associated with changes in polarity (panel A) and intensity (panel B) for each brain
region. Dark purple indicates a preference for shorter timescales (∼178 s for polarity and ∼200 s for intensity), whereas bright yellow signals a
preference for the mapping of affect in longer intervals (∼546 s for polarity and ∼662 s for intensity). LH= left hemisphere; RH= right hemisphere;
Amyg=amygdala; preCUN=precuneus; TPJ= temporoparietal junction; INS= insula; dPFC=dorsal prefrontal cortex; vPFC=ventral prefrontal
cortex; SFG= superior frontal gyrus; VentAttn=ventral attention network; Cont= control network; SubCort= subcortical network.
behavioral experiment. Also, they watched the movie 101 Dalma-
tians for the first time inside the scanner. The fMRI acquisition
lasted 1h and was split into six runs (3T Philips Ingenia scanner;
gradient recall echo echo-planar imaging (GRE-EPI): repetition
time (TR)=2000ms, echo time (TE)=30ms, flip angle (FA)=75◦,
3mm isotropic voxel). The Ethical Committee of the University of
Turin (protocol no. 195874/2019) approved the fMRI study.
Considering the high variability in results related to analyti-
cal choices (Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020), we used two alternative
pre-processing pipelines to analyze the validation dataset (i.e.
workflows A and B), which are detailed in Supplementary Data.
To evaluate the reliability and generalizability of the associa-
tion between tISFC and the timecourse of affective dimensions
reported in experiment 1, we tested whether brain connectiv-
ity dynamics explains changes in polarity and intensity in 101
Dalmatians. To this aim, we followed the procedure detailed in
the ‘Experiment 1—fMRI study’ section (see also Supplementary
Data) and used a conjunction analysis of results obtained from
experiment 1 to restrict the search for significance. Specifically,
we selected brain areas whose connectivity significantly tracked
changes of one or more affective dimensions at all explored
timescales. This conjunction analysis can be summarized as
follows:
Formula A.
(Pw1 ∩ Pw2 ∩ Pw3 ∩ Pw4) ∪ (Cw1 ∩ Cw2 ∩ Cw3 ∩ Cw4)
∪ (Iw1 ∩ Iw2 ∩ Iw3 ∩ Iw4)
where Pwi, Cwi and Iwi, represent regions significantly encod-
ing, the polarity, complexity and intensity at the i-th timescale.
This entire procedure was repeated for workflows A and B. To
control for false positives, we pooled together P-values obtained
from both workflows and all affective dimensions and applied
the false discovery rate algorithmunder dependency assumptions
(Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001; P-value<0.05).
Results
Experiment 1: single-subject affective
dimensions obtained from behavioral ratings
Affective states elicited by watching Forrest Gump are described
by three orthogonal affective dimensions (Lettieri et al., 2019):
(i) polarity defines whether the current experience is perceived
as pleasant (negative scores) or unpleasant (positive scores);
(ii) complexity represents cognitively mediated states (positive
scores) and instinctual responses (negative scores); and (iii) inten-
sity denotes the emotional impact of the experience (monotonic
increase in positive scores; for further details, see Supplementary
Data).
The results of the estimate of the optimal window width
show that a trade-off between the across-participant agreement
and window size is reached at 273 (9m:6 s), 239 (7m:58 s), 143
(4m:46 s) and 89 timepoints (2m:58 s) for polarity; also, the opti-
mal window size is 205 (6m:50 s), 143 (4m:46 s), 109 (3m:38 s)
and 88 timepoints (2m:56 s) for complexity and 331 (11m:2 s), 247
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Experiment 1: association between tISFC and
polarity of the emotional experience
The connectivity strength of three regions is significantly associ-
ated with the changes in the polarity of the affective experience
at all explored timescales (PFDR <0.05; Figure 2A; Supplementary
Table S1). These three regions are the right dorsal prefrontal cor-
tex (R-dPFC) pertaining to the control network, the right insula
(R-INS), a node of the ventral attention network and the left
precuneus (L-preCUN), a node of the DMN. Additionally, the
connectivity of three other DMN regions, the right temporopari-
etal junction (R-TPJ), the right precuneus (R-preCUN) and the
right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (R-dmPFC), encodes polar-
ity at three out of four timescales. Other brain areas, such as
the right middle frontal gyrus (R-MFG), the right orbitofrontal
cortex (R-OFC), the right postcentral gyrus (R-postCG), the left
mid-cingulate cortex (L-mCING), the left middle occipital gyrus,
the left insula and the left central sulcus, are significantly asso-
ciated with changes in polarity at two or only one time window.
Except for L-MOG, all other significant regions are negatively asso-
ciatedwith polarity scores, meaning that themore unpleasant the
experience is (i.e. positive scores), the weaker the connectivity of
these nodeswith the rest of the brain (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Overall, the connectivity strength of DMN and control network
nodes plays a major role in representing the pleasantness of the
emotional experience during naturalistic stimulation (Figure 2A,
Supplementary Table S1).
Experiment 1: association between tISFC and
intensity of the emotional experience
Findings demonstrate that connectivity strength of four regions is
associated with the perceived intensity of the emotional experi-
ence (PFDR <0.05; Figure 2B; Supplementary Table S2). These four
parcels are the right ventral prefrontal cortex (R-vPFC), a node of
the limbic network, the R-TPJ—pertaining to the DMN, the right
superior frontal gyrus (R-SFG), belonging to the control network,
and the left amygdala (L-Amyg). Intensity is also related to the
connectivity of the right precentral gyrus, of the posterior portion
of the right supramarginal gyrus (R-SMG) and of the right superior
parietal lobule (R-SPL), at three out of four time windows. These
brain regions pertain to the control, dorsal attention and somato-
motor networks. Other areas, such as the R-OFC, the right dorsal
and ventral precentral sulcus (R-dpreCS and R-vpreCS, respec-
tively), the R-INS, the right medial superior frontal gyrus, the
ascending ramus of the right cingulate sulcus (R-arCING), the
L-preCG, the left postcentral sulcus (L-postCS), the left fusiform
gyrus (L-FusG) and the left hippocampus (L-Hipp) encode inten-
sity at two or only one timescale. Except for the bilateral precen-
tral gyrus, the L-FusG, the L-Amyg and L-Hipp, all other significant
regions are positively associated with intensity values, meaning
that the more intense the experience, the stronger the connectiv-
ity of these nodeswith the rest of the brain (Supplementary Figure
S2A). Altogether, the connectivity strength of control and dorsal
attention networks plays a major role in tracking the intensity of
the emotional experience (Figure 2B, Supplementary Table S2).
Experiment 1: association between tISFC and
complexity of emotional experience
No brain region is significantly associated with changes in the
complexity dimension at all explored time windows (Supplemen-
tary Figures S3 and S5; Supplementary Table S3). Also, the results
show that the connectivity strength of the right mid-cingulate
cortex (R-mCING), a node of the somatomotor network, relates
to complexity at three out of four timescales. Two parcels within
the right inferior temporal gyrus (R-ITG), pertaining to the control
and the dorsal attention networks, the right intraparietal sulcus
(R-IPS), also included in the control network, and the left dor-
sal prefrontal cortex (L-dPFC), a node of the DMN, track changes
in complexity at one timescale (Supplementary Figure S4). Con-
cerning the interpretation of these relationships, R-ITG and R-IPS
increase the strength of their connectivity with the rest of the
brain during cognitively mediated states (e.g. mixed emotions;
Lettieri et al., 2019), whereas R-mCING and L-dPFC are more
strongly connected duringmovie scenes elicitingmore instinctual
responses (e.g. fear).
Experiment 2: validation of the relationship
between tISFC and affective dimensions
To test the reliability and generalizability of results obtained from
Forrest Gump (i.e. exploratory dataset), we collected and ana-
lyzed emotion dimension ratings of the live-action movie 101
Dalmatians (i.e. validation dataset; for further details, please see
Supplementary Data). Wemeasured the association between con-
nectivity strength and affective dimensions after restricting the
search for significance to regions encoding at least one dimen-
sion in the exploratory dataset at all explored timescales. This
set of brain areas includes the R-TPJ, the R-SFG, the R-INS, the
R-dPFC, the R-vPFC, the L-preCUN and the L-Amyg (Figure 3A).
As no brain region encodes complexity at all explored timescales,
none of the selected regions is obtained from the analysis of this
dimension. Therefore, validation analyses are limited to polarity
and intensity. Moreover, the selected areas pertain to the default,
the control, the limbic, the ventral attention, and the subcortical
networks.
The results show that, in the validation dataset, both polarity
and intensity ratings are associatedwith the connectivity strength
of R-TPJ, a DMN node (PFDR <0.05; Figure 3B–E). Importantly, this
finding does not depend on the fMRI data pre-processing pipeline,
and the relationship between affect and brain connectivity is
interpreted as in the exploratory dataset: the more pleasant and
intense the experience, the stronger the connectivity between this
DMN area and the rest of the brain (Supplementary Figures S6
and S7).
In addition, the connectivity strength of R-dPFC, a control net-
work region, is significantly associated with changes in polarity
in the validation dataset (PFDR <0.05 for both workflows A and
B; Figure 3B and D). Similarly to R-TPJ, the interpretation of the
relationship between R-dPFC connectivity and polarity is identi-
cal across the two experiments: the more pleasant the experi-
ence is, the more R-dPFC is connected to the rest of the brain
(Supplementary Figures S6 and S7).
In summary, the results of the validation dataset demonstrate
that two main findings of the exploratory dataset generalize to
another movie, sample, different fMRI pre-processing workflows
and setup for the collection of behavioral data. Specifically, in
both datasets we found a significant relationship between the
polarity and connectivity of R-dPFC (control network), as well
as an association between R-TPJ (DMN) and both polarity and
intensity.
Experiment 1: chronotopic maps of affective
dimensions
Here, we show the preferred timescale at which the connectivity
of significant regions relates to changes in polarity, complexity,
and intensity. This analysis reveals the existence of chronotopic
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preferentially map the stream of affect at different time intervals
(Figure 4).
For the polarity dimension, chronotopic organizations are
revealed in the right temporoparietal and the right prefrontal
cortex (Figure 4A). Within TPJ, the connectivity of dorsocaudal
territories is associated with polarity scores at shorter timescales
(∼3min), while ventrorostral portions preferentially track polarity
in∼8min segments. In the right prefrontal cortex, connectivity is
mainly associated with the scores of the polarity component at
shorter timescales (∼3min) in its central region, and at interme-
diate intervals (∼5min) in its ventral and dorsal parts. In addition,
the connectivity of the R-dmPFC preferentially represents polarity
in 5min segments, whereas L-MOG shows a marked preference
for longer timescales (from ∼8 to ∼9min). The connectivity of
all other brain areas is maximally associated with this affective
dimension at shorter intervals (∼3min).
For the intensity component, we show timescale topographies
within the right parietal lobe, the right frontopolar cortex, the
right cingulate region and the R-SFG (Figure 4B). In the right
parietal lobe, the territories of the R-SPL preferentially map the
intensity of the emotional experience in longer segments (from
∼8 to ∼11min), whereas regions pertaining to the inferior pari-
etal lobule in shorter time windows (from ∼3 to ∼5min). The
chronotopic arrangement in the right frontopolar region indicates
that the connectivity of its lateral portion preferentially encodes
intensity in ∼5min segments, whereas its medial part in ∼3min
intervals. Also, within the right cingulate region, we observe
an abrupt change in timescale preference, with connectivity of
the inferior portion of the R-arCING preferentially mapping emo-
tional intensity at the longest timescale (∼11min) and its superior
region at the shortest one (∼3min). For the R-SFG, themedial part
optimally represents intensity in∼3min segments and the lateral
portion in ∼8min ones. Interestingly, the connectivity of L-Hipp
and L-Amyg shows opposite behaviors: the hippocampus encodes
emotional intensity at the longest timescale (∼11min), whereas
the amygdala at the shortest one (∼3min). All other brain regions,
besides the R-dpreCS, the L-postCS and the L-FusG, are tuned to
shorter time windows.
Finally, no region significantly associated with the complex-
ity dimension shows a chronotopic organization (Supplementary
Figure S5).
Discussion
In the current study, we combined the real-time reports of the
affective experience with recordings of fMRI activity during natu-
ralistic stimulation to reveal how brain connectivity encodes the
stream of affect. We collected approximately 45h of behavioral
reports and 38h of brain imaging data over two experiments.
In experiment 1, ratings of emotion categories associated with
the watching of Forrest Gump were used to obtain timeseries of
affective dimensions and to explain brain connectivity dynamics
in independent individuals. In experiment 2, the 101 Dalma-
tians movie was used to test the reliability and generalizability
of results obtained from the exploratory dataset: moment-by-
moment scores of the polarity and intensity of the emotional
experience were correlated with changes in the connectivity of
brain regions identified in experiment 1. Also, fMRI data were
pre-processed according to two alternative workflows. There-
fore, our study protocol ensures that findings cannot be merely
ascribed to (i) the selection of a specific movie, (ii) participants’
characteristics, (iii) the method used to collect behavioral
reports and (iv) the pipeline adopted to pre-process fMRI
data.
The results show that the connectivity strength of the R-TPJ
and of the R-dPFC, respectively, DMN and control network nodes,
is positively associated with the polarity of the affective experi-
ence. Moreover, affective dimensions converge in the right tem-
poroparietal cortex, as this region’s connectivity tracks changes
in emotional intensity as well. Together with the right prefrontal
cortex, the R-TPJ represents the dynamics of affect in a chrono-
topic manner, meaning that adjacent portions of these areas
preferentially map the stream of affect at different time intervals,
ranging from few to several minutes.
In everyday life, affect varies as a function of time, and this
complex relationship is hardly recreated in the laboratory set-
ting. To elicit a variety of affective states, track their evolution
in time and maintain a relatively high ecological validity, an
optimal solution may be represented by movie watching. Movies
produce strong affective responses over a few hours and mimic
everyday life situations with an alternation of sudden and pre-
dictable events (Schaefer et al., 2010). Also, changes in affect
induced by movies are based on rich contextual information and
are related to the viewer’s expectations. Building upon this, we
recorded brain activity and affective ratings during the watching
of two movies and demonstrated that changes in the subjec-
tive emotional experience explain brain connectivity dynamics in
independent participants.
Over the last decade, researchers have emphasized the impor-
tance of moving from a region- to a network-based approach
when studying the neural correlates of emotion (Lindquist and
Barrett, 2012; Raz et al., 2016; Kragel et al., 2016; Pessoa, 2017).
Changes in affect are associated with modifications in bodily
responses (e.g. autonomic and musculoskeletal) and mental pro-
cesses (e.g. memory and decision making), which are likely
reflected in a distributed functional reorganization of brain mod-
ules (Pessoa, 2017). In this regard, the DMN is thought to play
a crucial role in interoception (Kleckner et al., 2017) and in
constructing and representing emotions (Satpute and Lindquist,
2019). The connectivity of this network is also altered in affec-
tive disorders, such as anxiety (Liao et al., 2010) or depression
(Whitfield-Gabrieli and Ford, 2012). Our findings support the
central role of this network in the processing of affect, as we
demonstrate that its connectivity tracks changes in the subjec-
tive judgment of emotional polarity and intensity in a naturalistic
environment.
Furthermore, we show across two experiments that the con-
nectivity of a prefrontal control network node is also related to
the polarity of affect. The control network is involved in empa-
thy (Christov-Moore et al., 2020) and seems crucial in selecting
sensations for conscious awareness during the construction of
a mental state (Lindquist and Barrett, 2012). In our study, par-
ticipants of the behavioral experiment were asked to constantly
report their conscious emotional experience, indeed, a task that
involves the processing and selection of sensations. It is interest-
ing to note that, although fMRI participants were not explicitly
asked to focus on their emotions, watching an evocative movie
modulates the connectivity of the control network, and such
modulation is associated with conscious reports of affect.
When we look closely at nodes encoding affective dimensions,
we notice that connectivity between the R-TPJ and the rest of the
brain represents both polarity and intensity. This cortical area is
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2003; Lamm et al., 2007; Kohn et al., 2014; Etkin et al., 2015) and
represents affective dimensions through orthogonal and spatially
overlapping gradients (Lettieri et al., 2019). In our previous study,
we hypothesized that this region could also act as a central node
of a distributed network. Indeed, here we confirm our prediction
by demonstrating that connectivity between the temporoparietal
cortex and the rest of the brain tracks multiple descriptions of
affect over time.
In experiment 1, we characterize the preferred timescale at
which brain connectivity encodes the stream of affect. Previous
studies on memory and narrative comprehension demonstrate
that while sensory regions extract information in short segments,
high-order areas preferentially encode longer events (Hasson
et al., 2015; Simony et al., 2016; Baldassano et al., 2017). Here,
we show that chronotopic maps (Protopapa et al., 2019) represent
the temporal dynamics of the emotional experience at multiple
timescales. Indeed, behavioral reports of affect are characterized
by relatively slow dynamics, approximately between 3 and 11min,
as revealed by the data-driven estimate of the optimal timescale.
This likely indicates that variations in affect during movie watch-
ing are associated with major changes in the plot. Accordingly,
regions encoding affect are mainly high-order transmodal corti-
cal areas, which are tuned to longer timescales (Baldassano et al.,
2017). In addition, the R-TPJ and the right prefrontal cortex show
peculiar topographies when considering the preferred timescale.
For polarity, the timescale increases moving from dorsocaudal to
ventrorostral territories; instead, the right prefrontal cortex has a
patchier organization, with its ventral and dorsal parts represent-
ing polarity at intermediate timescales and the central portion
at shorter intervals. For intensity, the topography revealed in the
right parietal lobe resembles the one reported for an event struc-
ture in narratives (Baldassano et al., 2017), with connectivity of
superior parietal regions encoding slower dynamics and inferior
parietal areas faster ones.
It should be noted that we assessed the chronotopic organiza-
tion of affect in the first experiment only, as this analysis requires
exploring a wide range of temporal dynamics (i.e. from a few to
tens of minutes). This was ensured by the movie we selected for
experiment 1, as it lasts twice as long as the one employed in
experiment 2. Further studies could test the reproducibility of
chronotopic connectivity maps of affect using stimuli compara-
ble in overall duration and with similar dynamics in emotional
ratings.
In conclusion, here, we demonstrate that brain connectiv-
ity dynamics track changes in subjective reports of the affective
experience. Specifically, the right temporoparietal and the R-
dPFC, nodes of the DMN and control network, represent the
polarity of the experience. Moreover, polarity and intensity con-
verge into the right temporoparietal cortex, as the connectivity of
this region tracks the emotional impact as well. Within the R-TPJ
and the right prefrontal cortex, the stream of affect is also repre-
sented at multiple timescales following chronotopic connectivity
maps. Altogether, these findings reveal that the human brain
represents changes in affect through connectivity of the default
mode and control networks and that the timescale of emotional
experiences is topographically mapped.
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